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MOT all the Pennsylvania Dutch
were free-hand artiats aad

you may not be either. The early
Dutch artisans often used stencils
for the main part of a motif and
added a few flourishes to give ?

free-hand effect. You may da that
too or you may stencil the aorolle
and flourishes on chairs* chests
and gay gifts until you get the
feel of this type of decoration.

All of these quaint motifs are
symbolic. That is the Dove of
Peace that you see la the upper
left corner of the sketch. The
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tulip symbolizes Lily Time or the
golden age of peace and plenty
promised the Dutch settlers in the
New World. The pomegranate bud
and fruit symbolized God's boun-
ty. The blade, the flower, the seed
and the heart of man were sym-
bols used in decorating furniture,

pottery, glass and tin. "Hex*
signs were for luck and to keep
away evil.

? ? ?

NOTE: lira. Spears has prepared sten-
ciling designs lor IS authentlo Pennsyl-
vania Dutch motifs with color guide and
direction. There is a Urge design (or
cupboard doors, designs tor chslrbsoks.
dresser drawers and cheats. Also borders
and small motifs tor decorating bottles,

boxes, Jugs and tinware. These designs
may be used many times for gifts and
for bright touches In every room in tfca
house. Ask for Pattern yet afcd enclose
19 cents. Address:

MRS. RUTH WTETH SPEARS
Bedford Hills New York

Drawer IS
Enclose U cents for Pattern No.

362.
Nsme

Address
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Gas Arising From Sea Off
Peru Defies Explanation

Along 700 miles of the coast of
Peru, says Collier's, volumes of
hydrogen sulphide arise at times
from the sea, a mysterious ma-
rine phenomenon that still defies
scientific explanation.

Not only does this gas kill much
bird life and cause epidemics of
headaches in coastal towns, but it
becomes so dense in and around
the port of Call«o that it tarnishes
silverware and "blackens boats and
other objects painted in light col-
ors, hence its name?"The Callao
Painter."
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O aided by Ideals
Ideals are like stars; you will

not succeed In touching them with
your hands, but like the seafaring
man on the desert of waters, you
ehoose them as your guides, and,
following them, you reach your
destiny.?Carl Schurx.
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Fun For the Whole Family


